An evaluation of the efficiency of endpoint control on the correction of scoliotic curve with brace. A case study.
The use of braces is one of the conservative treatment approaches recommended for scoliotic subjects. However, the main question posted here is how to improve the efficiency of braces to control the scoliotic curve or to decrease its progression. The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of various boundary conditions (endpoint control) of brace on the correction of scoliotic curves. CT scan images of a scoliotic subject, with double lumbar and thoracic curves, was used to produce 3d model of spine. The correction of spine (decrease in scoliotic curves) was determined following the use of transverse (lateral-to-medial direction) and the combination of transverse and vertical (upward directed force, traction) forces on spine in Abaqus software. The effects of pelvic fixation (pelvic basket of a brace) on both sides (basket enclosed pelvic in both sides), on one side (basket enclosed the pelvic in only one side), and fixation of lumbar (part of the brace encircled the lumbar area) were evaluated in this study. The results of this study showed that the effect of vertical forces (traction) was more than that of transverse force. Moreover, the combination of vertical and transverse forces on lumbar and thoracic curves correction was more than that of other conditions (only transverse forces). The best correction was achieved with lumbar fixation and with combination of vertical and transverse forces. The use the combination of vertical and transverse forces may be suggested to correct the scoliotic curve. Moreover, the efficiency of lumbar fixation in frontal plane seems to be more than pelvic fixation to correct scoliotic curve. The outputs of this study can be used to design new braces for scoliotic subjects.